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Jeremiah is speaking to the people living in the middle of the Babylonian exile, deeply unhappy 

in their current circumstances as well as their unknown future, as they live outside their way of 

life   in a foreign land.  

There is a beautiful psalm that gives voice to the despair and longing of these people saying, 

By the rivers of Babylon— there we sat down and there we wept when we remembered Zion. 
2 On the willows there, we hung up our harps.  3 For there our captors asked us for songs, 

and our tormentors asked for mirth, saying, “Sing us one of the songs of Zion!” 
…4 How could we sing the LORD’s song in a foreign land? (Psalm 137: 1-4) 

 

And Jeremiah’s letter comes to them in that context and is a responding to the proclamation of 

some other “prophets” telling the people that a quick return is in store for them - to their 

homeland or former life.   

But through Jeremiah the people are told this is not the case, indeed their time in exile will be 

longer than they want. Yet then God’s voice, spoken through Jeremiah offer these lovely 

words… “For surely, I know the plans I have for you…  plans for your welfare and not for harm,   

to give you a future with hope.”   

And that promise is based in the way they live now; build houses, plant gardens, marry and have 

children, grow and plan weddings for those children.  In summary saying that what you are doing 

and being now in the midst of all this, matters for the future. 

The verse from Jeremiah 29:11, “I know the plans I have for you…to give you a future with 

hope” is one I have heard from more than a few young people - as one of their favorite verses.      

We have posters of this in the youth classroom.  They are wonderful words from God for 

someone on the cusp of starting their independent life toward adulthood to lean on.  In the midst 

of all the unknowns of being young, perhaps just graduating…questions about college, summer 

jobs, what kind of work or career should they learn about, should they really declare a major yet,    
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where will family fit in?  And to have this verse in your back pocket of faith can be a comfort…   

“Ok, I don’t know exactly what’s next but there is a “plan” beyond my imaginings.” 

Covid 19 has perhaps in some ways bought us all back to our youth!  To a place of uncertainty.      

We make plans but with contingencies because we are so aware of the “we just don’t know”   

aspect of things.   And we too lean in to hear God’s voice in Jeremiah 29:11.  Yet, with any age   

or stage or circumstance God does not leave us leaning. For with that promise of the future is 

also a reminder that we have a part in that promise. 

…And basically it’s that sweet idea we put on plaques, mugs, and graduation cards to “bloom 

where you are planted.”  And for these people, for us, the underlying text is, live - as a people of 

God, as God’s community within whatever circumstance or place we are.                                                

Stuck at home and getting very tired of it, chafing at restrictions and current events, wanting to 

take part in, or wanting them to go away.  Or we may be venturing out to gather with others for 

fun, conversation face to face, getting our hair cut, going back to work, coming to church,    

taking part in protests. There are so many reasons. 

So yes, God tells these people in exile to build houses, plant gardens, marry, have families.    

That seems pretty clear, - don’t give up. But how might we hear God’s plan and promise in our 

lives?  I mean I, and many of you I imagine have a home that we are settled in. My husband Tom 

planted our garden and it is growing, we’ve had children who are now launched into starting 

their own lives (although I do look forward to an unknown time when we might plan a 

wedding…).                                                                                                                                                      

But God’s word always speaks.  So there is something more, something deeper to hear in our 

context and in the fullness of the text.  Yes, in whatever our struggles are, our longing for a 

return to - or change from is - don’t give up, live! For God’s speaks here too saying,   “…seek 

the welfare of the city where I have sent you into exile, and pray to the LORD on its behalf, for in 

its welfare you will find your welfare.”  

If God has in some way sent us into this time and place, OR if we believe that in this time and 

place God is with us  then there is hope and purpose to all that we are facing!   

This city with all its beauty; festivals that celebrate different ethnicities, museums and thriving 

arts communities with colleges and universities that offer so many paths of learning, the lake,    

the parks. Even with so many things cancelled, postponed or offered with limits, all this is true of 

the city in which we live.  But what is also true is in the midst of vibrant diversity are struggles.  

Segregation, disparity of income affecting housing, healthcare and education. Homelessness and 

people on the brink or below the poverty line.                                                                                               

Are we unique in this, - NO.  And it is layered and complicated.  And I believe that we are a 

people of God’s heart, yet we struggle to determine what is and how to find the “common good.” 

 Seek the welfare of the city where I have sent you into exile, and pray to the Lord on its behalf, 

for in its welfare you will find your welfare.”   Big    audacious   ask from God when you 

consider the exiles are told to pray for foreigners - Babylonians.   People they had every reason 

to hate, because they had and could take something away from them.  And yet these are the 

people God says to pray on for, and that somehow this is how they will also be well. 

And really, this sounds a lot like what Jesus explained even more fully when he said, “You have 

heard that it was said, ‘You shall love your neighbor and hate your enemy.’  44 But I say to you,   
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Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, 45 so that you may be children of your 

Father in heaven; for he makes his sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on the 

righteous and on the unrighteous.     

46 For if you love those who love you, what reward do you have? Do not even the tax collectors 

do the same?  47 And if you greet only your brothers and sisters, what more are you doing than 

others?   Do not even the Gentiles do the same? (Matthew 5:43-47) 

We can do this because we trust God and because we know we have so much to learn.                        

Marty read the portion from Hebrews which reminds us again, of that ongoing promise 

throughout history and circumstance…that God’s purpose doesn’t change, but that we may be  

change by it.  And that God will keep calling us to it. 

 

I was reminded as I thought about Jeremiah’s letter of the year our mission team went to a town 

in West Virginia. God sent us, through Hosanna Industries from our usual work in Pennsylvania   

to Richwood   to repair homes devasted by a flood that had swept through there the year before.  

But these homes, these people had already been in the process of devastation by deep and long 

term poverty, which made room for destruction. The flood brought down what was already 

weakened and crumbling.   

But I also must note, that the people of this town were struggling, but strong and convicted about 

the restoration God meant for them.   

A small side story I told after we returned from this trip was about a walking stick.  A man 

whose home we were working on, told us a story about when his adult daughter had gone 

through cancer treatments.  Ant that he or his wife slept in their car near the hospital because 

they couldn’t afford to stay in a hotel.  And while we worked on his home, he made for me a 

walking stick   with the verse from Philippians carved in saying, “I can do all things through 

Christ who gives me strength.”     And there we were, post flood, cancer, and years of poverty    

learning from him! 

…As I think about the months of separation, graduations, celebrations, festivals, orchestras, 

camps and state fair canceled.    Memorials, weddings and baptisms delayed. Jobs and income 

lost.   A lot of “we just don’t know” answers to questions about the future. And I wonder if 

God’s movement in all this  has opened our eyes to a deep and abiding poverty and 

discrimination that erodes, like a rushing river,  the groundwork for individuals and communities 

to thrive together.  Has it stymied God’s purpose for us to we seek the welfare of others? 

We cannot be a people, a church, a city, a country isolated and protected from the flood of 

poverty and disparity - without seeing it crash against God’s intention for all people.    We have 

so much to learn about others  and that in seeking their welfare  we find our own. 

I attended an online speaking event featuring   author Anne Lamott last week.  And she made a 

statement    that a consistent theme or thread that God’s prophets give voice to   is that “what we 

are starving for   is what we are not giving.”  And I think this repeats these thoughts from 

Jeremiah    with different words.  We are starving to be loved, to feel at home…to be at peace,    

to have our share in the common good, to flourish in our lives.  And  the way to fill that longing    

is to offer exactly that to others, especially those we do not really know or understand.  
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 It is fear and lack of knowledge that holds us back from God’s promise and purpose.  And this is 

where we have the ability to impact God’s plan, by letting go of fear that something is being 

taken away from us in the need and well-being of another. 

God knows our longing and hears us.  And one of the ways God comforts and encourages us is to 

call us out of sorrow and confusion, call us out of side glances that worry about what might be 

taken away from us    if we allow our minds to quiet and hear why the other is struggling or 

protesting.   

Because if there is a common theme lately – even when we celebrate the good we see around us   

is that we are all protesting something; from cancelled events to isolation to lack of freedom,    

job losses, to long term illness and chronic oppression. 

Build houses and communities, plant gardens and grow in how you see God’s world, love and 

come together raising families as God’s children.  And expect a future beyond your imaginings,    

but not beyond God’s.  Because it is there that we all may find our welfare. 

Amen 

 

 

 

 


